
Combining MSCs and Data Descriptions in order toGenerate Executable Test Cases for ISDN SystemsJens Grabowskia; Dieter Hogrefea, Iwan Nussbaumerb, Andreas SpichigerbaUniversit�at Bern, Institut f�ur Informatik, L�anggassstrasse 51,CH-3012 Bern, ph. +41 31 631 86 81, fax. +41 31 631 39 65bSiemens-Albis AG, �O�entliche Vermittlungssysteme, Steinenschanze 2,CH-4051 Basel, ph. +41 61 276 71 11, fax. +41 61 276 76 71ABSTRACTA method for the automatic implementation of testcases from their speci�cation is presented. For thespeci�cation MSCs are used. Special care is taken overthe inclusion of message de�nitions and constraints.For this purpose a new concept for the reference andmodi�cation of constraints is introduced. The wholemethod has been implemented in a set of prototypetools.Keywords: Protocol Conformance Testing, TestSpeci�cation, TTCN, MSC, ASN.11 INTRODUCTIONThe aim of testing is to detect errors. In the telecom-munication area tests are also a prerequisite to ensurethe interworking of products from several manufac-turers. A typical test environment of our applicationarea is shown in Figure 1. We want to test the func-tions of the layer 3 protocol Q.931 [2] within a LineTrunk Group (LTG) of an ISDN switching system.The Q.931 protocol is implemented within the LTGand there is no direct access to this implementation.Furthermore, each LTG has only one standardized in-terface which may be connected to an ISDN end sys-tem (e.g. a telephone). The interface of an LTG to themain processor is proprietary.One possibility to test the Q.931 protocol is touse the whole ISDN switching system as test environ-ment.1 In this case the test devices access the LTGvia standardized interfaces only. The test devices arecontrolled by a test manager which also records thetest results.The test process of a telecommunication protocolis a procedure which is divided into �ve phases (cf.Figure 2). The objective of the analysis phase is toidentify the test cases necessary to check the relevantrequirements of the system. The identi�ed test cases1In practice the use of a whole ISDN switching system isvery expensive. As a consequence for testing purposes parts ofthe ISDN system are often only simulated.
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Layer 3 (Q.931)Figure 1: An ISDN test environmentare described in the speci�cation phase. During theimplementation phase the test speci�cations are trans-formed into executable programs which drive the testdevices and the test manager. In the execution phasethe test implementations are executed and the testruns are recorded. The test runs are analyzed in theevaluation phase. Depending on the result of the anal-ysis the test process may be �nished, test runs mayhave to be repeated, or additional test cases may haveto be speci�ed.Figure 2 describes the ideal test process by showingthe entire procedure as a puzzle where all pieces addup. In practice the situation is not so good. Thephases are not in accordance with each other and a lotof resources, both manpower and time, are wasted foradapting the results of one phase to the requirementsof the next one. Figure 3 indicates this situation, bypresenting a puzzle game with pieces which do not
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implementationFigure 3: The phase model in practicematch.Our intention is to improve the test process by pro-viding a smooth transition from the speci�cation tothe implementation phase. Subsequently, we presenta method, which gives adequate tool support for thespeci�cation phase and aims to automate the imple-mentation phase.2 TEST CASE SPECIFICATIONFigure 4 presents a typical example of a test case spec-i�cation for the test environment shown in Figure 1.The test case speci�cation is given by informal dia-grams and plain text. The shown notation is close toa notation which is used within the Siemens-Albis AG.But, it is not speci�c to Siemens-Albis. We know fromseveral other telecommunication companies that theyuse very similar test case descriptions.Throughout the rest of the paper the test case spec-i�cation in Figure 4 serves as example. We refer to itby using the test case identi�er EDSAOUX.

Test case identifier: EDSAOUXTest purpose:1. After connection establishmentSubscriber A receives at least threeInformation messages.2. The display parameter within theInformation message shall have theformat 'Fr. x.x0' (0 � x �9).Test configuration:Subscriber-A-SWITCH-Subscriber-BPre-conditions:1. The system is in its initial state n(0).2. Tax parameter ABS is not set.3. Tax units are set for time rates of0.3 Rp/s.Control: Observation of the tax displayGeneral message flow:
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Release ComplFigure 4: The speci�cation of the test case EDSAOUXFor the presented application example we like tomention that there exist more than 1700 test caseswhich only test the Swiss speci�c adaptations of theLTG. They are all speci�ed in the same way as shownin Figure 4 and then implemented by hand. The var-ious possibilities to make errors empazise the needfor methods which support the speci�cation and au-tomatic implementation of test cases.It is obvious that an automatic implementation oftest cases cannot be based on informal speci�cations.Hence, the test speci�cation has to be formalized, butthe advantages of the informal speci�cations shouldbe considered in order to keep the acceptance by theusers.There are two main reasons for the popularity of in-formal test case descriptions like the one in Figure 4.One is of course the fact that all relevant informationof a test case can be written on one page. The secondreason is the use of informal diagrams (in our example



XV International Switching Symposium (ISS'95), Berlin, Germany, April 23-28, 1995 3it is called general message ow) which immediatelygive an intuitive understanding of the described be-havior.One of the most problematic points of informal testdescriptions is that the the data aspect, i.e. structureand values of message parameter, often is hidden ina few informal statements, although data descriptionsmay provide a lot of implementation work. In ourexample test case speci�cation EDSAOUX the com-plexity of message parameter types and values is notvisible. The data aspect is tackled in the informalTestpurpose and the Pre-conditions statements.As a consequence of these facts we looked for agraphical formalism which is almost as easy to useas the shown diagram, but which is formal enoughto improve the message ow aspect of the test caseimplementation (cf. Section 3), and we developed amechanism which allows to relate data types and datavalues to messages (cf. Section 4).3 MESSAGE FLOW DESCRIPTIONWe identi�ed the Message Sequence Chart (MSC) lan-guage to be adequate for describing the message owof test cases. MSC is a graphical language, it is stan-dardized by the ITU-T Recommendation Z.120 [4, 8],it has a formal semantics de�nition [9], and there existtools which support the use of the language [5, 12, 13].A small MSC diagram can be found in the upperpart of Figure 6. The comparison with the Generalmessage ow in Figure 4 shows the close relation be-tween both diagram types. Details on the speci�cationof the message ow of test cases can be found in [6].4 INTEGRATION OF DATAThe MSC language provides no means for describingthe data aspects of a message ow. Since data are veryimportant for test cases, we developed an own mecha-nism in order to relate data types and constraints def-initions, i.e. data values and restrictions on the valuerange of data types, to messages.In the following we assume that data types are de-�ned by using ASN.1 and constraints are speci�ed bymeans of the ASN.1 value notation and TTCN match-ing mechanisms. ASN.1 and TTCN are standardized[7, 3] and frequently used in the telecommunicationarea.Data type de�nitionsThe data types of a protocol are constant for all testcases. They are often provided by the standard docu-ments, or they have to be speci�ed once at the begin-ning of the test process.

The relations between data type de�nitions and themessages in an MSC are de�ned implicitly by the mes-sage name. The message name refers to a type de�ni-tion which itself includes, or refers to the type de�ni-tions of the message parameters. We explain this bymeans of a small example.The Information messages of EDSAOUX (cf. Fig-ure 4) refer to the corresponding ASN.1 type de�nitionInformation type. The test case checks a part of theDisplay parameter in the received information mes-sages. The Display parameter has the ASN.1 typeDisplay type.Constraints de�nitionsValues and restrictions on the value range of messageparameters are speci�ed by constraints de�nitions.We distinguish between two kinds of constraints: de-fault constraints and test case speci�c constraints.For most messages and message parameters theprotocol standard provides default constraints. Anal-ogously to types, the relations between default con-straints and messages within an MSC are de�ned im-plicitly, i.e. for each message type exists a default con-straint which assigns values or value range restrictionsto the message parameter.Test case speci�c constraints are only valid in thecontext of the test case. They are used1. to de�ne speci�c parameter values for messagessent to the implementation under test, and2. to de�ne test case speci�c requirements on param-eter values for messages received from the imple-mentation under test.Also the test purpose of EDSAOUX includes a testcase speci�c constraint. It requires to check the for-mat of the Display parameter of the Information mes-sage. The format de�nition 'Fr. x.x0' (0 � x �9) is aconstraint on the value range of the Display parame-ter.Constraints and MSCThere are two possibilities to introduce test case spe-ci�c value constraints in MSCs. They can be explicitlyde�ned in the MSCs, or they can be de�ned elsewhereand the MSCs refer to them.The �rst possibility is problematic, because the con-straints may become too big for the MSC. For exam-ple, the constraints of the Information of the test caseexample in Figure 4 comprise two pages. One wouldloose transparency if the message ow and all con-straints are de�ned in the same diagram.The second possibility is problematic, because theprinciple of locality is violated. A reference mecha-nism may lead to situations where the relevant parts
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Part Figure 5: Message structureof a test case description are de�ned at di�erent loca-tions. In EDSAOUX the test case speci�c constraintfor the Information message would have to be referredto in the test case speci�cation. The test purpose rele-vant constraint on the Display parameter itself wouldonly be referred to in the constraint of the Informa-tion message. There would be no direct indication ofthe test purpose in the test case speci�cation.As a consequence of this we decided to develop acomfortable reference mechanism which allows to re-fer to self written test case speci�c constraints, andwhich provides possibilities to de�ne test case speci�cconstraints by modifying existing constraints. Addi-tionally, it allows to de�ne test case speci�c constraintsdirectly within an MSC, e.g. if a test case speci�c con-straint only comprises one concrete value.A comfortable reference mechanismOur reference mechanism is a reference language, inthe following called RL. Within an MSC the state-ments of RL are related to messages. They can befound in parentheses close to the corresponding mes-sage name, or message arrow (cf. Figure 6). Thisis no extension of the MSC language, because theMSC standard [8] proposes to use expressions in roundbrackets to assign parameter information to messages.Schematically, an RL statement has the followingshape: (M ;P1; P2;P11; P12;P21; P22)It consists of several parts which are separated bysemicolons. Each part may consist of several sub-parts which are separated by commas. The structureof an RL statement reects the structure of a corre-sponding message. A message has a hierarchical struc-ture. A part of an RL statement represents a hierarchylevel. The subparts describe elements within a hierar-chy level. The message structure of the schematic RLstatement presented above is shown in Figure 5. Thedetails on RL can be found in [10].An example may provide an impression of how thereference mechanism works. The MSC in Figure 6 de-scribes the most relevant part of the message ow ofEDSAOUX, i.e. the reception of the three Informationmessages. The inscription of each Information mes-sage ( ; Display:DisplayEDSAOUX) is an RL state-ment. It speci�es that the constraint for this message
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Element ConstraintsFigure 6: Referring to test case speci�c constraintsis a modi�cation of the default constraint. The defaultconstraint for the Information message shall be used,but the default constraint for the Display parametershall be replaced by the test case speci�c constraintDisplayEDSAOUX.5 TEST CASE IMPLEMENTATIONAs test case implementation language TTCN [7] hasbeen chosen. TTCN supports the use of ASN.1 de�-nitions and there exist TTCN Compilers [1, 11] whichallow to generate executable test cases from TTCNdescriptions.As described in the previous sections, we specifytest cases by means of MSC, RL, and ASN.1/TTCNdata type and constraints de�nitions. The implemen-tation of such test case speci�cations can be fully au-tomated. Details on this step can be found in [12, 10].6 TOOL SUPPORTWe implemented our test case speci�cation methodby a set of prototype tools. The core of the tool set



XV International Switching Symposium (ISS'95), Berlin, Germany, April 23-28, 1995 5is a graphicalMSC editor which allows to specify testcases by means of MSCs and RL statements. TheMSC/TTCN generator transforms MSCs into TTCNmessage ow descriptions, i.e. the dynamic part ofa TTCN test suite. The TTCN builder combinesthe output of the MSC/TTCN generator, and theTTCN/ASN.1 data type and constraints de�nitionsto complete TTCN test cases. The tool set is imple-mented on a PC in a Windows 3.1 environment.7 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOKA method for the comfortable speci�cation and auto-matic implementation of test cases has been presented.It is close to existing and well established procedures.The choice of the standardized languages MSC, TTCNand ASN.1 allows to use commercial tools for test casespeci�cation and test execution. The method is imple-mented by a set of prototype tools.For the application of our method in an industrialenvironment the interface to the reference mechanismfor test case speci�c constraints has to be improved.A statement of our reference language RL statementcan be considered to be the minimum information togenerate the references to test case speci�c constraintsand to de�ne new constraints which are based on ex-isting ones. But, complicated message structures maylead to complex statements of the reference languageRL and without knowledge of the message structurethe RL statements may not always be easy to read.The reference mechanism should have no inuence onthe test case speci�cation process. In near future wewill extend the MSC editor by a graphical interfacefor message constraints. The user will be enabled tocheck, de�ne and modify constraints without knowl-edge of the underlying reference mechanism.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe elaboration of this paper is funded partially by theKWF-Project No. 2555.1 'Graphical Methods in theTest Process'. We would like to thank Dr. E. Rudolphfor proofreading and F. Bosatta, Ch. R�ufenacht,Dr. R. Sch�onberger, S. Suter and Ch. Zehnder for theirvaluable comments and suggestions.References[1] Alcatel Network Systems. GSM - Testing by Al-catel. Product Information, Alcatel STR AG(Z�urich) and Alcatel SEL AG (Stuttgart), 1993.[2] CCITT. Recommendations Q.930- Q.940: Digi-tal Subscriber Signalling Systen No. 1 (DSS 1),Network Layer, User-Network Management. The
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